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Abstract
Context Biodiversity in arid regions is usually
concentrated around limited water resources, so
natural resource managers have constructed artificial
water catchments in many areas to supplement natural
waters. Because invasive species may also use these
waters, dispersing into previously inaccessible areas,
the costs and benefits of artificial waters must be
gauged and potential invasion- and climate changemanagement strategies assayed.
Objectives We present a network analysis framework to identify waters that likely contribute to the
spread of invasive species.
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Methods Using the Sonoran Desert waters network
and the American bullfrog (Lithobates catesbeianus)—a
known predator, competitor, and carrier of pathogens
deadly to other amphibians—as an example, we quantified the structural connectivity of the network to predict
regional invasion potential under current and two future
scenarios (climate change and management reduction) to
identify waters to manage and monitor for invasive
species.
Results We identified important and vulnerable
waters based on connectivity metrics under scenarios
representing current conditions, projected climatelimited conditions, and conditions based on removal of
artificial waters. We identified 122,607 km2 of land
that could be used as a buffer against invasion and
67,745 km2 of land that could be augmented by
artificial water placement without facilitating invasive
species spread.
Conclusions Structural connectivity metrics can be
used to evaluate alternative management strategies for
invasive species and climate mitigation.
Keywords Network analysis  Fragmentation 
Dispersal  Invasion  Spatial ecology  Catchments
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Introduction
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Invasive species impact native species and economies
at a cost that exceeds $120 billion annually (Pimentel
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et al. 2005). Furthermore, approximately 42% of listed
endangered and threatened species in the United States
are primarily threatened by invasive species (Pimentel
et al. 2005). As such, invasive species, considered in
tandem with climate change, are leading contributors
to biodiversity declines. Habitats that are sensitive to
climate change, such as wetlands, are subject to
climate change-mitigation strategies that can inadvertently increase their chance of invasion by non-native
species (Letnic et al. 2014; Román 2014).
For example, biodiversity in arid regions is concentrated around mostly small and isolated water
sources (Souza et al. 2006; Stevens and Meretsky
2008) and are home to rare and endemic species
(Hendrickson and Minckley 1985). In the Sonoran
Desert of North America, these waters include intermittent streams, seeps, springs, and rock pools called
tinajas. These aquatic resources are home to several
rare and endemic species, so managers have constructed [6000 artificial catchments to increase water
availability for them and for economically important
game species (e.g., Gambel’s Quail and mule deer)
throughout the western U.S. since the 1940’s (Wright
1959; Rosenstock et al. 1999). Because the Sonoran
Desert is projected to experience reduced water
availability from climatic shifts in the coming decades
(Seager et al. 2007; Karl et al. 2009; IPCC 2014), these
water-augmentation measures are now being seen as
climate change-mitigation strategies to prepare for
more pronounced water limitations in the future
(Longshore et al. 2009). This potential utility must
be weighed against the non-trivial costs to build and
maintain these catchments under dwindling natural
resource management budgets. For example, hauling
water to catchments cost an average of $144,000 per
year between 1996 and 2001 in Arizona (Bloom
2003), and construction of a single artificial catchment
may exceed $70,000 (AZGFD 2015).
In addition, there is increasing evidence of negative
biotic effects of catchments (Griffis-Kyle et al. 2014).
These artificial catchments have much longer
hydroperiods than do natural waters because they
have water storage tanks and may be refilled by
managers during droughts. These characteristics
provide suitable conditions for invasive species to
spread and outcompete native species. One such
invasive species, the American bullfrog (Lithobates
catesbeianus), has been linked to the decline of native
species like the threatened Chiricahua leopard frog
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(Lithobates chiricahuensis) through competition and
predation (Schwalbe and Rosen 1988), and bullfrogs
are also known carriers of the fungal pathogen
Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis (Bd), which has been
implicated in the decline and extinction of amphibians
worldwide (Garner et al. 2006; Schlaepfer et al. 2007).
Although native to the U.S., bullfrogs were absent
from the Sonoran Desert until they were introduced for
sport hunting (Tellman 2002). Unlike many native
Sonoran Desert amphibians that are adapted to take
advantage of ephemeral water sources through explosive breeding and rapid development (Newman 1988;
Sullivan 2005), the American bullfrog needs at least
nine months to complete metamorphosis, resulting in a
need for more permanent water sources. Constructed
water sources, including artificial catchments, thus
provide a resource the American bullfrog can use for
breeding and dispersal to new areas (Rosen and
Schwalbe 1994). This is evident from bullfrog presence in now-permanent waters in areas that originally
had been seasonally dry (and bullfrog-free) in southern
Arizona (Maret et al. 2006).
Calculating invasion risk in this system and elsewhere hinges upon understanding landscape connectivity (With 2002). Percolation modeling through
neutral landscapes has been used to explore how
landscape structure theoretically affects the spread of
invasive species and has shown that quantifying
connectivity is necessary to accurately determine risk
(With 2004). Graph theory has been developed as a
way of quantifying connectivity among discrete
habitat patches (Minor and Urban 2008) but has been
underutilized to map or predict invasive species spread
(Perry et al. 2016). Moreover, a graph theory approach
has been shown to be useful in evaluating different
scales of connectivity (Calabrese and Fagan 2004).
Dispersal and other ecological and evolutionary
processes, particularly those influenced by connectivity, can be influenced at separate spatial scales (Benard
and McCauley 2008). Because invasive species
removal or mitigation is typically done at the local
scale by managers or private landowners at specific
localities (Giovanelli et al. 2008), a method that can
address local vulnerability within the context of
regional connectivity is clearly needed. A graphical
approach to quantifying connectivity should therefore
be particularly relevant in examining invasion risk.
We took a graph-theoretic approach to quantify the
current structural landscape of invasion risk by
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American bullfrogs in the natural and anthropogenic
waters of the Sonoran Desert. We then compared the
current invasion-risk landscapes to that projected
under climate change (losses of natural waters) and
to a landscape in which management decisions are
made to halt water supplementation (loss of artificial
catchments). We predict both of these alternative
scenarios will compromise connectivity for native
species, but perhaps not for invasives with greater
dispersal capabilities. In addition, such changes are
likely to alter which waters are deemed high priorities
for management, based on a determination of how
these ultimately contribute to the local versus regional
connectivity of the desert waters network. Furthermore, we explored how connectivity varied with
dispersal distance for each of the scenarios to determine whether connectivity was compromised more by
climate change or by management, relative to current
conditions. Our objective was to illustrate how graph
theory can be used to target monitoring and mitigation
efforts from large regions down to specific waters,
based on connectivity metrics, so that early detection
of and rapid response to invasive species could be
possible through identification of specific at-risk areas.
Such an approach can also help guide the creation of
quarantine zones against the spread of invasive species
similar to those suggested for the prevention of
spreading localized zoonotic diseases (Cromie et al.
2012). This framework is designed to help guide
management decisions (e.g., catchment placement or
removal; Drake et al. 2017) and invasive species
mitigation, as an easily replicated, stand-alone method
applicable to a variety of habitat networks that may be
susceptible to invasion.

Methods
Study area
We focused on the waters found in the United States
portion of the Sonoran Desert, an *140,000 km2
ecoregion (Strittholt et al. 2012). To minimize
boundary effects (Koen et al. 2010) within our spatial
calculations, we added a 32.2-km buffer around this
area in ArcGIS 10.2 (ESRI, Redlands, CA). This
buffer size was chosen because it is more than twice
the largest dispersal distance we examined, which was
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15 km (representing 1.5 times the known maximum
American bullfrog dispersal distance; Kahrs 2006).
Data
We compiled locations of waters from the Spring
Stewardship Institute (Flagstaff, AZ), Sky Island
Alliance (Tucson, AZ), Arizona Game and Fish
Department (AZGFD), BLM (Strittholt et al. 2012),
56th Range Office (Luke Air Force Base, AZ), and
scientists familiar with the area (Online Appendix S1).
Duplicated waters were found using one of two
methods. The first was a 2-m proximity selection
between spatial databases; the second was performed
by sorting attributes such as locations and names to
identify redundant entries. These were resolved using
visual confirmation with Google Earth imagery, and
the water body with the larger spatial error was
removed.
Connectivity was assessed as Euclidian distances
between the centroids of the waters. Using straightline distances is often done in ecological applications
of graph theory (e.g., Urban and Keitt 2001; Ruiz
et al. 2014; Bishop-Taylor et al. 2015; McIntyre et al.
2016), although it does not take into account the cost
of movement between habitat patches in the network
which typically results in actual animal movements
being more tortuous than straight. Graph theory is a
superb tool for a quick yet accurate assessment of
resource connectivity for a variety of species (Urban
and Keitt 2001; Lookingbill et al. 2010), although it
likely overestimates the ability of non-volant species
to disperse through a network that is tacitly assumed
to be homogeneous (Fletcher et al. 2011). The
Sonoran Desert’s ‘‘sky island’’ mountains and desert
lowlands present formidable challenges to overland
dispersers, but conducting more detailed or realistic
movement assessments (e.g., via least-cost paths or
landscape resistance routes) requires data that do not
exist for most species in this area (Drake et al. 2017).
Structural connectivity—global metrics
Using the package igraph (Csardi and Nepusz 2006) in
R v3.1.3 (R Core Team 2015), we built a script to
calculate structural connectivity metrics (Online
Appendix S2) similar to those used for networks of
ephemeral wetlands in the Texas panhandle (Ruiz
et al. 2014) and the waters on the Barry M. Goldwater
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Air Force Range, AZ (McIntyre et al. 2016). As in
those studies, we used two scales of common connectivity metrics to bridge the gap between structural and
functional landscape connectivity (Tischendorf and
Fahrig 2000a; Drake et al. 2017). The first category
consisted of global metrics, i.e., those measuring
properties of a wholly connected system. System
coalescence occurs when the network is no longer
fragmented and exists (figuratively) as a single cluster
of spatially separate patches (in our case, waters) that
function as a single unit in terms of habitat accessibility because they are within range of a disperser. The
coalescence distance is effectively the farthest distance between nearest neighbors. At this distance, we
calculated the average number of links per water
present and graph density, which is the ratio of waters
linked within that distance to all possible waters within
the network (Csardi and Nepusz 2006). We also
ranked the waters according to importance to connectivity using different measures of graph connectivity,
each with its own biological significance. Specifically,
we measured global connectivity by identifying and
ranking waters as stepping stones (Tischendorf and
Fahrig 2000b; Minor and Urban 2007), hubs (Csardi
and Nepusz 2006), and cutpoints (Galpern 2012).
Stepping stones were identified by calculating the
betweenness centrality (i.e., the measure of nodes
lying in a path between other nodes, where a node is an
individual water within the network) for each water,
with high values indicating waters located along the
most shortest paths passing through the network
(Newman and Girvan 2004). Hubs, which are waters
connected to many other waters, were ranked according to Kleinberg’s hub score (Csardi and Nepusz
2006), which is proportional to the number of links
from a water connecting it to other, nearby waters:
more links equals a higher score and indicates
potential to provide access easily to more resources
and habitat. Cutpoints represent waters that if removed
increase the coalescence distance of the system (Keitt
et al. 1997); these can represent bottleneck sites whose
loss can cause reduced connectivity in the system.
With respect to bullfrogs (and other invasive species),
identifying stepping stones is important for predicting
spread. Identifying hubs is important because the
presence of bullfrogs in a water associated with a hub
has higher spread risk. Finally, waters identified as
cutpoints can be used as a tool to quarantine
‘‘infected’’ waters (Adams 2000; Maret et al. 2006).
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Structural connectivity—node-level metrics
The second set of metrics consisted of node-level
metrics calculated at distances smaller than the
coalescence distance. Because many organisms have
relatively limited dispersal capabilities, they experience more localized (rather than entire network scale)
connectivity. Therefore, we quantified network connectivity at a range of distances representing dispersal
capabilities for a range of organisms: 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0,
10, and 15 km. The first four distances are relevant to
native amphibians in our focal region (Table 1). The
10-km distance represents potential long-distance
dispersal by American bullfrogs, which are known to
travel upwards of 10 km (Kahrs 2006). Quantifying
network structure at distances smaller than 10 km
allowed us to determine whether waters identified as
important for maintaining connectivity at a ‘‘bullfrogcentric’’ scale were likewise important at finer scales
more relevant to native species. Finally, to be prudent
in accounting of the uncertainty in maximum movement distances, we also included a 15-km distance as a
150% of maximum known distance moved by
bullfrogs.
For each of these six distances below the global
coalescence distance, we counted the number of
clusters of waters present (i.e., waters within each
smaller distance of each other) and calculated mean
cluster size (MCS; i.e., mean number of waters per
cluster) and maximum cluster size to calculate percent
system fragmentation. The number of clusters
decreases with dispersal distance, being equal to 1 at
the coalescence distance (the network is a single
cluster). MCS increases with dispersal distance,
reaching a maximum at the coalescence distance; it
indicates habitat density and, thus, potential risk for
bullfrog invasion. To understand potential path redundancy of the Sonoran Desert waters system, we
calculated the network modularity at each dispersal
distance. Network modularity shows how dense the
connections are between waters within a graph: a low
modularity score would suggest a system of diffuse
connections with many alternative routes for bullfrog
spread across the landscape (Newman and Girvan
2004; Csardi and Nepusz 2006). Finally, average
diameter (the longest path between the farthest two
connected points within a cluster; Csardi and Nepusz
2006) can give a sense of the travel distance between
the most separated wetlands.
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Table 1 Dispersal data from various Sonoran Desert amphibians used to justify our distances for node-level metrics
Modeled distance (km)

Representative species

Description; distance

0.5

Tiger salamander species (Ambytstoma mavortium spp.)

Average dispersal; 0.5 kma

1

Red spotted toad (Anaxyrus punctatus)

Observed dispersal; 0.9 kmb

Plains spadefoot (Spea bombifrons)
Great Plains toad (Anaxyrus cognatus)

Observed dispersal; 1.0 kmc
Observed dispersal; 1.3 kmd

2

Anuran species

Average dispersal distance; 2.02 kma

5

Chiricahua leopard frogs (Lithobates chiricahuensis)

Known recorded movement; 3.5 kme

10

American bullfrog (Lithobates catesbeianus)

Movement over arid grassland; 10 kmf

Eastern United States leopard frog species

Yearly dispersal; 12 kmg

a

Smith and Green (2005)

b

Weintraub (1974)

c

Landreth and Christensen (1971)

d

Ewert (1969)

e

Sredl and Jennings (2005)

f

Kahrs (2006)

g

Rosen and Schwalbe (1994)

Current and future scenarios
We calculated these metrics for each of three
management/climate scenarios to determine whether
network structure is likely to be relatively stable or to
vary with climate change and management decisions.
We first examined all waters currently present,
referred to hereafter as the current landscape scenario;
this scenario represents current conditions on the
landscape. The next scenario explored the possibility
of reduced water availability due to climate change in
the American southwest—the climate-limited waters
scenario. To build this scenario, we excluded all
waters not managed by a resource agency or identified
as a spring to represent the loss of the most ephemeral
natural waters in a drier and hotter projected future. If
climate change proceeds as predicted and human
population growth continues to place unsustainable
demands on groundwater and surface water, then this
scenario is almost certainly overly optimistic. Finally,
the third scenario (management reduction) excluded
any artificial catchments and thus can be thought of as
either one of two perspectives: (1) the ‘‘historical’’
representation of the system before managers placed
artificial waters on the landscape or (2) the future
outcome of a landscape where management ceases to
supplement natural waters. All of these scenarios

assume that all of the waters present are accessible and
flowing, which may only occur intermittently (e.g.,
after extensive regional rain events); all of our
scenarios thus represent potential connectivity maxima. Water locality data for each scenario were
exported as *.csv files for structural connectivity
calculations in R (sample data input file in Online
Appendix S3).
We calculated global and node-level connectivity
metrics for each of our three scenarios. We compared
ranks of hub scores and stepping stones to determine
which waters occurred within the top ten percent in
each scenario, and which were most likely to contribute highly to system connectivity (McIntyre et al.
2016). In this way, we could identify waters that are
important across a wide variety of scenarios for
various metrics. As an alternative approach to identifying waters that play multiple connectivity roles, we
also analyzed the ranked waters in the current
landscape scenario with a Spearman rank correlation
test in R (Online Appendix S4) to determine whether
there was a relationship between being a hub and an
important stepping stone. Because a water’s status as a
cutpoint is binary (is/is not a cutpoint), we could not
conduct similar analyses with them. We only conducted this analysis on the current waters and not for
either of the future scenarios because we wanted to be
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able to provide managers with information on which
waters currently merit special consideration because
they play multiple connectivity roles. The uncertainty
inherent in both of the future scenarios would limit the
utility of such information. Finally, for the finer nodelevel scales, we divided the number of clusters by the
total number of waters in a scenario to compare
fragmentation across scenarios; lower percentages
equate to less-fragmented systems. This measurement
provides a single number that can be used to compare
fragmentation regardless of the number of waters
present in any given scenario.
Invasive species buffering
One of our objectives was to identify waters that were
isolated to a degree that made them relatively unlikely
to be colonized by bullfrogs, as well as those waters
that were susceptible to invasion risk because they
were within the bullfrog’s dispersal range from other
waters. One way to prevent the further spread of
invasive species is to deny them new avenues of
dispersal. In the Sonoran Desert, this means the
prevention of new artificial catchments being constructed in areas that could join fragmented clusters at
an invasive species’ dispersal range. Using ArcMap
10.2.2, we created two different sets of subsets for the
current landscape dataset based on the clusters found
in the 10- and 15-km dispersal scenarios. Waters
within clusters identified within 10 km were designated as potentially at-risk for bullfrog invasion, and
those farther than 15 km were considered to be
sufficiently isolated as to be at low risk. We therefore
created 10- and 15-km buffers around the clusters of
waters to identify portions of the landscape where new
catchments should not be built because they are within
potential bullfrog dispersal range from existing
waters, and areas where new catchments could
enhance local water availability and be placed strategically considering existing waters and their invasion
history.

Results
Structural connectivity—global metrics
We identified 6214 waters in the current landscape
scenario, 5378 in the management reduction scenario,
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and 3558 in the climate-limited waters scenario. The
difference in numbers between the climate-limited
waters and the current landscape scenarios indicate
that a minimum of 43% of the waters in the buffered
Sonoran Desert region are rainfall-dependent. This
may be a slightly misleading definition however, as
many of the remaining waters may also be precipitation-dependent. For example, ephemeral springs or
sky island snowpack fed streams are both present in
the Sonoran. But these identified 43% are explicitly
rainfall dependent based on our methodologies. To
achieve coalescence among waters in the current
landscape, management reduction, and climate-limited waters scenarios, a distance of 29.1, 47.3, or
31.4 km, respectively, would have to be traveled
between any two waters to traverse the network.
Therefore, connectivity is predicted to be constrained
at a global scale for both native amphibians and
bullfrogs in the Sonoran Desert (Table 1), regardless
of scenario. However, the scenarios differed in global
topology: the average number of links was highest in
the current landscape scenario and lowest in the
management reduction scenario. Conversely, graph
density was highest in the management reduction
scenario and lowest in the current landscape scenario
(Table 2).
Waters that served as the top-ranked stepping
stones, hubs, or cutpoints varied by scenario (Online
Appendix S5). We identified those waters that were
within the top 500 rank as both a hub and as a steppingstone for all scenarios (Table 3) as candidates for
special attention for conservation, as they appear to be
important for connectivity across a broad variety of
scenarios (Fig. 1).
Across other combinations of the top 500 overlapping waters, we found that 37 of 38 were springs in a
comparison of stepping-stone ranks in the current
landscape scenario and the climate-limited waters
scenario; 20 of 40 were springs in a comparison of
stepping stone ranks in current landscape scenario and
management reduction scenario; 32 of 68 were springs
for a comparison of hub ranks in the current landscape
scenario and management reduction scenario; and all
39 hubs in current landscape scenario and climatelimited waters scenario were springs (Online Appendix S5). The top waters for all scenarios were all
springs (Tables S1, S2), making springs appear to be
important to connectivity of the greater Sonoran
Desert ecoregion, but this could also be an artifact of
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Table 2 Global connectivity metrics of the Sonoran Desert’s
network of waters for three scenarios based on centroid-tocentroid Euclidean distances: current landscape scenario
(n = 6214; all currently known waters in the Sonoran Desert),
management reduction scenario (n = 5378; only the known
natural waters in the Sonoran Desert), and climate-limited

waters scenario (n = 3558; only waters that are actively
managed or identified as springs, representing waters more
likely to persist in the increased temperatures and decreased
precipitation forecasted for the Sonoran Desert in the coming
decades)

Current landscape scenario

Management reduction scenario

Climate-limited waters scenario

Number of waters

6214

5378

3558

Graph density

0.029

0.075

0.036

Average # of links

11.8

7.6

9.6

Coalescence distance (km)

29.1

47.3

31.4

Table 3 Node-level connectivity metrics at distances representing a range of dispersal capabilities of Sonoran Desert
amphibians for three scenarios based on centroid-to-centroid
Euclidean distances: current landscape scenario (n = 6214; all
currently known waters in the Sonoran Desert), management
reduction scenario (n = 5378; only the known natural waters
Scenario

Current landscape

Management
reduction

Climate-limited
waters

Distance
(km)

No.
clusters

%
fragmentation

in the Sonoran Desert), and climate-limited waters scenario
(n = 3558; only waters that are actively managed or identified
as springs, representing waters more likely to persist in the
increased temperatures and decreased precipitation forecasted
for the Sonoran Desert in the coming decades)
Mean cluster
size

Max cluster
size

Network
modularity

Diameter

0.5

5328

85.7

1.2

18

-0.0011

1482

1

4351

70.02

1.4

18

-0.00059

6467

2

2502

40.3

2.5

88

-0.00034

27,538

5

572

9.2

10.9

1238

-0.00026

257,111

10

128

2.1

48.6

4454

-0.00023

700,614

15

37

0.6

167.9

4796

-0.00022

866,368

0.5

4547

84.5

1.2

18

-0.0012

1482

1

3643

67.7

1.5

18

-0.00064

5216

2

1940

36.1

2.8

88

-0.00036

27,538

5

364

6.8

14.8

1183

-0.00028

261,104

10

105

15

55

0.5

3353

2

51.2

3418

-0.00025

592,328

1.02

97.8

4174

-0.00025

639,139

1.1

5

94.2

-0.0032

1188

1

1948

54.7

1.2

12

-0.0013

2

1944

54.6

1.8

59

-0.00074

5588

5

577

16.2

6.2

680

-0.00051

185,676

10
15

147
48

4.1
1.3

24.2
74.1

2035
2228

-0.00045
-0.00044

594,767
611,769

27,691

Percent fragmentation may not sum to 100% because of rounding. Units for mean and max cluster size are numbers of waters

excluding anthropogenic waters in the management
reduction scenario and rain-dependent waters in the
climate-limited waters scenario.

There was a weak, yet significant, Spearman rank
correlation between which waters served as hubs and
as stepping stones only in the management reduction
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Fig. 1 Graphical representation of the Sonoran Desert waters
that represent the top 20 stepping-stones and hubs, along with
any waters that acted as cutpoints at the coalescence distance for
the current landscape scenario (n = 6214; all currently known
waters in the Sonoran Desert), the management reduction
scenario (n = 5378; only the known natural waters in the
Sonoran Desert), and the climate-limited waters scenario
(n = 3558; only waters that are actively managed or identified
as springs, representing waters more likely to persist in the

increased temperatures and decreased precipitation forecasted
for the Sonoran Desert in the coming decades). The difference in
water site densities between the management reduction scenario
and the climate-limited waters scenario in the south-central
portions of the Sonoran Desert provides evidence that artificial
catchments are changing the network topology. Highly ranked
stepping-stones and hubs are farther south currently because of
catchment addition in this portion of the network

scenario (q = 0.054, p \ 0.001), but no correlation
was found between metric ranks in the current
landscape and climate-limited waters scenarios
(q = 0.0025, p = 0.8; q = 0.025, p = 0.1, respectively). The waters identified as cutpoints varied
among scenarios (Online Appendix S5), and each
scenario exhibited a different number of waters that
acted as cutpoints; two waters were cutpoints in the
current landscape scenario, seven in the management
reduction scenario, and three in the climate-limited
waters scenario.

low across all scenarios, and network modularity
was highest at these low dispersal distances. Overall, at any given dispersal distance, the climatelimited waters was the most fragmented based on the
number of clusters, fragmentation percentage, MCS,
and network modularity. Structural connectivity
thus varied with dispersal distance for each of the
scenarios, but was compromised more by climate
change than by management, relative to current
conditions.
Invasive species buffering

Structural connectivity—node-level metrics
Coalescence of the system did not occur at any of the
dispersal distances tested (up to 15 km) (Fig. S1),
meaning that spatially disjunct clusters of waters
were present at these finer scales (Fig. 2 shows a
representative 5-km scenario). The current landscape scenario had the most clusters at the shortest
dispersal distance (0.5 km), with clusters merging
as dispersal distance increased (Table 3; Fig. S1).
The highest (15 km) dispersal distance in this
scenario thus exhibited the lowest fragmentation
(0.6%; Fig. S1). The current landscape scenario had
the longest diameter of all the scenarios as well as
the largest MCS and largest range of MCS. Mean
cluster sizes at lower dispersal distances were very
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Using the clusters identified in the 10- and 15-km
dispersal distances from the current landscape scenarios, we identified areas where new catchments
should avoid being built to limit connectivity for
bullfrogs. There were 128 isolated clusters at the
10-km dispersal distance and 37 clusters at 15-km. The
total buffer area around these clusters was
115,344 km2 for the 10-km dispersal distance and
122,607 km2 for 15 km (Fig. 3). We also identified
41,823 and 67,745 km2 of land within known clusters
for 10 and 15 km scenarios, respectively, that could
have new waters built without increasing inter-cluster
connectivity (maintaining isolation between clusters)
while increasing intra-cluster connectivity (increasing
local connectivity).
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Fig. 2 Graphical representation of the connectivity of Sonoran
Desert waters for species that can disperse at least 5 km under
the current landscape scenario (n = 6214; all currently known
waters in the Sonoran Desert), the management reduction
scenario (n = 5378; only the known natural waters in the
Sonoran Desert), and the climate-limited waters scenario
(n = 3558; only waters that are actively managed or identified
as springs, representing waters more likely to persist in the
increased temperatures and decreased precipitation forecasted
for the Sonoran Desert in the coming decades), showing the

connected waters in clusters that emerge at 5 km. The colors
represent connected waters in any given cluster: connected
waters within 5 km of each other are the same color. Colors are
randomly chosen and may be used more than once, so multiple
clusters may be represented with the same color but may not be
connected. At the 5 km distance shown, there are 572 clusters in
the current landscape scenario, 364 in the management
reduction scenario, and 577 in the climate-limited waters
scenario

Discussion

the structural and possible ecological roles of natural
water sources have possibly changed with the addition
of artificial catchments. The most important waters in
the desert—based on stepping stone, hub, and cutpoint
measures—differed by scenario. For example, there
was a weak correlation between being a hub and a
stepping stone in the management reduction scenario,
but none for either the current landscape or the
climate-limited waters scenarios.
The climate-limited waters scenario illustrates the
impact of a reduced water environment on connectivity in the Sonoran Desert. With increased temperatures
and decreased precipitation, rain-dependent waters
will occur less frequently and persist for shorter
periods of time, meaning that overall connectivity will
decline. Populations in isolated patches will be more
likely to become extinct, and increased isolation will
deter recolonization (Hanski 1998; Fagan 2002). For
example, bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis) and Sonoran Desert freshwater fishes have both been found to
have increased risk of extinction based on increased
isolation (Fagan et al. 2002; Epps et al. 2004); the
bighorn’s persistence in desert mountains was related
to precipitation and the location of dependable water
sources (Epps et al. 2004). Many species in the
Sonoran Desert—like the bighorn—are also likely

The installment of catchments in the Sonoran Desert
has increased the structural connectivity of the waters
network, evidenced by the lowest coalescence distance, highest average linkages among waters, and
lowest graph density for the current landscape
scenario. This has resulted in a topological shift in
network connectivity towards the south, with many
highly ranked stepping stones and hubs present in the
south; the clusters of waters that ranked as the top 20
hubs shifted approximately 150 km to the northwest
when catchments were excluded from the network to
reflect natural conditions or a reduction in management (Fig. 1). For an animal to cross the landscape, it
would have to be able to travel at least 29.1 km in the
current landscape scenario, and even farther in the
other scenarios (Table 2). Although the management
reduction scenario had more waters than the climatelimited scenario, the management reduction scenario’s
coalescence distance, average number of links
between waters, and the graph density were the lowest
of all the scenarios. Adding artificial catchments to a
water-limited area has thus increased the density and
linkages between waters and decreased distances
needed to travel among waters (Fig. 1). However,
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Fig. 3 A network of waters in the Sonoran Desert (n = 6214;
all currently known waters in the Sonoran Desert), and the
buffers identified from clusters formed at dispersal distances of
10 km (known American bullfrog, Lithobates catesbeianus,
dispersal distance; Kahrs 2006) and at 15 km (a theoretically
protective distance 150% farther than known bullfrog movement that isolates clusters of connected waters from each other).

These buffers have identified an area of 115,344 km2 for the
10 km dispersal distance and an area of 122,607 km2 for the
15 km dispersal distance. Protecting these buffered areas from
further development could help prevent the spread of invasive
species and accompanying zoonotic diseases to areas that would
have been naturally isolated by distance

surviving at their physiological edge; further pressure
from increased temperatures and reduced water availability could reduce population numbers and decrease
the body condition of remaining individuals (Marshal
et al. 2002, 2008; Bleich et al. 2010). Our results
suggest that climatic-induced changes to the connectivity of this desert-waters network will challenge the
ability of managers to provide reliable water for game
animals and other at-risk species. Increasing the
number of waters by adding catchments could reduce
isolation among disparate groups (Bleich et al.
1990, 2010). Maintaining connectivity is thus important for native species, but the way this is achieved
must be done with consideration to dispersal of
invasive species as well.
Our study strikes a balanced approach to understanding both regional and local invasion and local and
regional connectivity for native species through the
use of graph metrics. Stepping-stones are known to
help understand regional movement (Saura et al. 2014)
for native species. This use of stepping-stone

exploration could easily be extended to invasive
species. Here, we identify stepping-stones as nodes
that have higher betweenness-centrality ranks relative
to those nodes surrounding them. These nodes act as a
backbone to the networks that contain the mostshortest paths between nodes in the graph. In our
scenarios, these waters may provide ecological thruways for invasions.
Hubs, or those nodes highly connected to other
nodes may also be more susceptible to invasion,
especially if these nodes are closely linked to highly
ranked stepping-stones in the network. Managers, by
knowing which nodes are most likely to contribute to
the graphs connectivity through stepping stones and
hubs, can direct monitoring efforts, saving precious
time and money for more effective responses to
invasion. This may be critical to helping detect
invasive species at early phases when they are more
easily removed before permanent establishment. If
these metrics are used in combination with a historical
tracking of the invasion fronts, even more effective
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and accurate directional predictions of ongoing invasions can be assessed (Ferrari and Lookingbill 2009;
Ferrari et al. 2014). Often, however, this information is
not readily available for a manager to make a timely
decision for response especially in early states of local
invasion. Understanding the structural connectivity of
a landscape may give the necessary early stage
information to have an edge in responding to invasive
species.
The connectivity of the landscape depends in part
on the vagility of the species in question: the farther an
animal can travel, the more likely it is to access
resources (D’Eon et al. 2002). Vagility is relative,
however: what is short to one species may be large to
another; what is relevant is whether a species’
dispersal capacity is above or below the coalescence
distance, which will dictate whether global or nodelevel connectivity metrics are appropriate. Species
with very low-vagility (dispersal of 0.5 km or less)
would only be able to access on average 1.2 waters or
at most 18 waters in the current landscape scenario
(Table 3). This does not change when artificial waters
are removed. With reduced waters based on future
conditions, however, average cluster size decreases to
1.1 waters, with a maximum of five waters in a cluster.
This is a marked reduction of available habitat and is
reflected in the difference in fragmentation across
scenarios: 85.7% for current landscape scenario and
94.2% for climate-limited waters scenario at a 0.5 km
dispersal distance.
Compare this to species with higher vagility (dispersal of 5 km), which can access an average of 10.9
waters in the current landscape scenario and 6.2
waters in the climate-limited waters scenario, and will
thus experience much less landscape fragmentation
with projected climate change impacts such as loss of
resources on the landscape (Table 3). Species with the
highest vagilities could access the majority of waters
in any of the three scenarios. This is good and bad
news for managers. Vagile native species have
potential access to many different waters. The highly
vagile and invasive bullfrog, however, would also
have access to the majority of waters. Isolating waters
(especially those with naturally longer hydroperiods,
such as springs) from invasives may be necessary as
the landscape changes.
Cutpoints in both local regional and local scales
may be a way to isolate waters. Since cutpoints
effectively subdivide the network and isolate the
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resulting subgraphs, this maybe a way to look at
preventing the spread of invasive species. This may be
most effective on a local scale, however, as a network
or dispersal ability grows larger, cutpoints may lose
relevancy as connections between nodes emerge.
However, iterative removal of nodes in a spatial graph
has been used to examine dispersal sensitivity to the
landscape structure (Urban et al. 2009), but also could
be applied to better understanding invasive species
ability to disperse in a network. Instead of this iterative
random removal across a graph, managers could direct
this exploration using graph theory and explicitly
testing specific removals ability to isolate sensitive
areas from habitat patches that are already at risk of or
are already invaded. With little additional effort the
manager would be able to explore the graph at both
native species dispersal ability and the invasive
species dispersal ability to determine how the removal
of habitat patches on local connectivity. Conversely, if
a manager was inclined to try and increase connectivity in a system, they could add nodes to the graph and
explore how this action changes overall graph metrics.
For example, if a manager wanted to understand how a
new artificial catchment may contribute to local
connectivity for a mule deer while understanding
how it may increase local waters susceptibility to
invasion by American bullfrogs, they could explore
hypothetical catchment placements in graph space
before breaking ground in real life (Drake et al. 2017).
We demonstrated a method by which managers can
identify and barricade avenues of dispersal for harmful
invasive species by using graph theory. A few papers
have alluded to the possible value of graph theory for
understanding and managing invasive species (Etherington 2012; Bishop-Taylor et al. 2015; Perry et al.
2016). However, there are no studies, to our knowledge, that have created reproducible scripts to be used
as tools to assist management methods. The nearest
approaches used graph theory to describe connectivity
for pests and diseases of various crops in the U.S.
(Ferrari and Lookingbill 2009; Margosian et al. 2009).
It should be pointed out that our maps are best
viewed as hypotheses to be tested, and that testing
them will require empirical data to evaluate how well
they actually describe connectivity. Such empirical
data could include movement data obtained from
marked individuals, or genetic data to evaluate
successful dispersal at a population level. And as
mentioned in the Methods: Data section, obtaining
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such data could allow more detailed and realistic
connectivity models to be built. Our use of graph
theory may thus be considered a rapid-response
approach to identifying the likely maximum potential
invasive species risk for an area.
The increasingly complex nature of resource management in the Sonoran Desert means that understanding the implications of management decisions is
more important than ever. Catchments may become
more necessary to address climate change-driven
water scarcity, but their use must be informed to
prevent further damage to native ecosystems. To help
prevent the spread of invasive species, we illustrate
how managers can use structural connectivity data to
identify important waters in the network. Our method
gives managers a tool to address complicated and
sometimes conflicting management goals, which can
be used to identify those waters that are important to
connectivity for different scenarios and species with
different dispersal capabilities, but also to identify
areas that may need protection from increased connectivity because of the repercussion of invasive
species spread and determine groups of potentially
connected resource patches that might be at risk. For
example, managers could use a given dispersal
distance to identify all the patches in a network that
are close enough to a known ‘‘infected’’ patch and then
remove cutpoints to limit access of invasive species to
the rest of the network, creating buffered areas to
isolate healthy habitat for native species. Similarly,
they could identify areas where increasing connectivity by adding artificial catchments could be done to
enhance resource availability for native species with
little risk of facilitating spread of invasive species.
Such an approach could be a useful framework for
managers in any patchy ecological network, not just
the waters of the Sonoran Desert. Graph theory—
which has had an important impact on understanding
structural connectivity for local species—could and
should be used to help understand the growing
problem of invasive species the world over. Graph
theory could be used solely for understanding structural connectivity dynamics of an invaded system, but
as we have demonstrated, it can also be used to guide
management decisions on the mitigation, removal, and
monitoring of invasive species.
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